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Background and introduction 

I will, in the background and introduction lay the background for this paper by 

defining the keywords: Workplace laws, psychosocial workplace, motivation, 

pedagogic, curriculum, democracy, reflexivity, that I find problematic for the learning 

environments especially with regards to the pupils´ ability to influence both their 

work and the workplace environments. 

“I många sammanhang brukar man tala 
om att människor på en arbetsplats “är 
varandras arbetsmiljö” (Ulla Kindenberg, 
2005, p. 52). 

 

The workplace environment laws and the Swedish curriculum Lpo94 

The school is a working place for teachers and pupils that spend time teaching 

and learning in them and they are thereby protected by the Swedish work 

environment laws that apply to other workplaces.  Ulla Kindenberg defines the 

workplace laws as synonymous with school regulations and documents pertaining to 

school laws, child conventions, and curriculum for elementary and secondary school 

and the education department/skolverkets directives on pupil involvement through 

pupil protection representatives/elevskyddsombud (Kindenberg, 2005, p. 12). 

The Swedish curriculum Lpo94 stipulates that the pupils can develop their 

ability to make use of their influence and take responsibility by; being involved in the 

planning and evaluation of the daily lessons, choosing courses, subject, theme and 

activities. As a goal to reach in primary school, the pupil should have the basic 

knowledge about the conditions for a good health and this includes how ones 

everyday life has effect on health and environment. Furthermore the curriculum 

requires that the school should meet the pupil with respect for his/her own person 

and works, as well as provide a good environment that is safe, has vivid social 

relationships, and stimulates the pupils’ wish and zest to learn. (Lärarens handbook. 

2001)  

However, Louis Cohen, Lawrence Manion and Keith Morrison define curriculum as 

just an ideological selection of knowledge from a range of possible knowledges. They 

say furthermore that Critics of the curriculum seem to think that its too controlled 

and controllable, is predetermined, uniform and predictable (Cohen et al, 2000, p. 

32). This opinion is even reflected in Hartman’s expression when he writes: “I 

regering och riksdag läggs de nationella övergripande målen fast och de framgår av 
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läroplanerna” (Hartman, 2005, p. 68). So the question is, to borrow a quotation from 

Cohen et al: 

Whose knowledge is important in curricula, what and whose interest such 
knowledge serves, and whom the curriculum and pedagogy serve, or do not 
serve, different interests […] therefore in the field of critical pedagogy the 
argument is advanced that educators must work with, and on the lived 
experiences that student bring to the pedagogical encounter rather than the 
imposing or dominatory curriculum that reproduces a social inequity. In this 
enterprise teachers are to transform the experience of domination in students 
and empower them to become emancipated in a full democracy (Cohen et al, 
2000, p. 33). 
 

What should we as teachers do? Should we subordinate ourselves to our civil duties 

and follow the curriculum to the prick or should we serve the interests of the pupils 

whose futures are in our hands? This is a dilemma which I think every teacher faces 

at one time or the other. 

  

Democracy and school praxis 

 Anders Bellander and Anders Lindquist, in their paper are of the opinion that 

the teacher, as a civil servant, should know what democracy stands for. Although 

reading from the protocol/styrdokument it can be hard to make out which kind of 

democratic rights pupils should have in school. This is why different teachers 

interpret pupil democracy differently. They say that the kind of democracy that exists 

in schools is of the formative character were pupils have to work within the 

framework of what the school plan stipulates and what the teachers can allow 

(Bellander and Lindquist, 2003, p. 2). Nonetheless a very important question for the 

school is if democracy should be seen as a form of pupil partnership or just as a 

technical decision method (Bellander and Lindquist, 2003, p. 1). 

Sven Hartman writes that while the school praxis would reflect an 

involvement and collaboration with the pupils, “Skolans inre arbete skulle präglas av 

elevaktivitet och samarbete”(Hartman, 2005, p. 51), the work methods in school 

continue in the traditional ways than what Lpo 94 recommends (Hartman, 2000, p. 

53). Which makes the curriculum reforms one thing and school development 

another. At the same time the school politics grounded on pedagogical argument has 

been replaced by a market argument (Hartman, 2000, p. 69). According to Jan 

Thavenius, this change is technocratic and differentiates knowledge and democracy. 

 Jan Thavenius writes that Michael Young an education sociologist has come 

up with a term “technocratic modernizing” which reflects this neo-liberalistic thinking 

within the education sector. It advocates for economic cut downs, privatizing and 
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effectiveness, as an attempt to put the Swedish school on international market. 

Thavenius continues that this has however led to the prioritizing of knowledge, an 

increased central control from the education department; as well as an increased 

evaluation of the pupil’s knowledge base. But that on the other hand, the social and 

cultural aspects of the school have been toned down, ”I ett svenskt perspektiv kan 

man hävda att hela efterkrigstiden dominerats av vad som kommit att kallas skolans 

kunskapsuppdrag och att dess bildnings- och demokratiuppdrag fått spela en mer 

undanskymd roll” (Thavenius, 2007, p. 77). 

 

Democracy, reflexivity and pedagogic 

Thavenius therefore recommends Young’s reflexivity method and its approach to 

public learning, which is more democratic and social in form and practice (Thavenius, 

2007, p.77). Thomas Ryan, assistant professor of education at Nipissing university’s 

faculty of education, writes that the reflexive process involves introspection, a deep 

inward gaze into every interaction whether it be in teaching, or any other interaction. 

He continues that educational reflexivity often, yet not often exclusively, in the 

school and classroom. As a definition or what is involved in reflexivity he writes: 

 

Reflexivity is a hallmark of excellent qualitative research and it entails the ability and 
willingness of researchers to acknowledge and take account of the many ways they 
themselves influence research findings and thus what comes to be accepted as 
knowledge. Reflexivity implies the ability to reflect inward toward oneself as an 
inquirer; outward to the cultural, historical, linguistic, political, and other forces that 
shape everything about inquiry; and, in between researcher and participant to the 
social interaction they share. (www.nippisingu.ca/oar/PDFS/V81 2E.pdf-) 

 
  
 I equate the word researcher to learner and I am of the opinion that this kind 

of reflexivity would be reflected in the kind of pedagogy that Håkan Jenner refers to. 

Jenner writes that even if pedagogy is often linked to upbringing and teaching it is 

much more than that as it includes learning about social and cultural integration 

processes. It is about involvement in ones own life and those of others with the help 

of dialog and interaction. Pedagogy as a human action deals with the development of 

knowledge, traditions and values, and their interaction webs. Jenner emphasizes 

however that central for pedagogy is communication and how one meets and treats 

the other (Jenner, 2005, P.18). 
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Thavenius lists three advantages of democratic fundamental values, from 

Indian economics Nobel Prize winner Amarya Sen, all of which have to do with 

independence and learning: 

• Active involvement gives a good meaning to life 
• As an instrumental value to democracy brings about social and 

economic development because of the all-encompassing debates and 
the public/social responsibilities. Besides that it is easy to handle 
crises and solve conflicts 

• The constructive value aspect of democracy is that citizens/pupils 
learn off each other and help the society/class in formulating values 
and making priorities 

 
Thavenius looks at democracy and learning as social processes. He is of the opinion 

that democratic dialogs and their effectiveness are most times unappreciated, which 

can be harmful to schools and teacher training centers (Thavenius, 2007 P.79). 

Hartman asks what the consequences of the schools` new control systems, 

from pedagogic to market control, are and if they fight or strengthen segregation 

and polarities? (Ibid, p.71) My interest on the other hand is which effect it has had 

on pupils´ ability to influence their work, motivation to learning, and the 

psychosocial environment? 

 

Psychosocial health and the Art course plan 

Barbro Lennéer-Axelson and Ingela Thylefors define psychosocial health in 

relation to Erik. H. Eriksson’s psychodynamics theory where the individual develops 

in interplay between the self and the environment and from three different 

perspectives:    

• When used to explain cause and effect relationships in the environment 

• When used to explain the different effects on the person in terms of how 

one experiences things and how one acts 

• When used to describe the relationship between the individual and the 

environment (Lennéer-Axelson and Thylefors, 2003, p .14). 

 According to the authors the criteria important for a healthy psyche are: self-

determination, fellowship with others/medmänsklighet, Well-being, self-

development, practicality/reality adjusted and ability to handle good and bad 

situations (Axelsson and Thylefors, 2003, p.11-12). I am of the opinion that 

psychosocial health as a theme runs through in the Art course plan. For under the 

title aim of the subject and its role in education the Art course plan stipulates that 

the Art subject trains the ability to see, experience and reflect over internal and 
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external forms of the environment, color and function, as well as emphasizes the 

importance of the environment in creating a sense of well-being, enjoyment in work 

and its impact on education. The education aims to satisfy the need for beauty and 

the desire to actively improve one's own environment (kursinfo 2007/08, 

www3.skolverket.se/ki03/front.aspx -). 

 

Motivation, overcrowding and noise 

How then can pupils be motivated in order to have a healthy education with well– 

being and enjoyment for both their work and environment? And what is motivation? 

Imsen defines motivation as the drive behind all activities with the individual. It 

keeps the individual active and gives him/her goals and meaning in life. Therefore 

motivation is central in the understanding of human behavior both as triggered from 

within or outside the person. That is why Imsen is of the opinion that motivation is 

tied to the social and cultural contexts of the society and cannot be seen as an 

individual experience (Imsen, 2005, P. 457 - 459). Regarding motivation and the 

classroom situation, Lorraine. E. Maxwell however writes that crowding can have 

serious implications on children’s psychological development. For when confronted 

with too much stimulation, such as the constant presence of and interaction with 

other people, children lose the motivation to pay attention or complete a task 

(Howard Frumkin et al, 2006, p.14). She writes further that noise levels can affect 

motivation when children have no control and get frustrated (Frumkin et al, 2006, 

p.39). 

On the occasions I had been on teaching practice, I had observed that pupils in 

the Fine Arts studio showed a motivation to study. On the other hand my 

observations of the English lessons were otherwise and yet it was the same group of 

pupils, the pupils portrayed irresponsible behavior, were unwilling to learn, so that 

the teacher spent more time on disciplining than on guiding the learning process. 

This phenomenon left me wondering; what is it in the Art studio that brings about 

this kind of phenomenon! It is because of this that I undertook to make a closer 

study of the learning process in the art classroom. 

 

Aim and thesis question 

The premise of this paper is that having no say/influence on what one is 

doing/work can cause unmotivated pupils and misbehavior in class and can 

contribute to the poor psychosocial workplace environment. The aim for this paper is 
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to investigate how pupil influence and engagement affects motivation to learn and 

social behavior as well as the psychosocial environment. I am going to limit my 

investigation to the study of the learning environment for the eighth graders in an 

Art studio. My thesis question is: 

 

How much can the pupils influence the learning process and how does this 

affect their motivation to learn and the psychosocial workplace 

environment? 

 

 With the help of three sub questions I want to lift up the three factors that I 

think can have effect on motivation to learning and the psychosocial environment, 

that is to say: the physical space and influence on own work.  

• How do the pupils cooperate in the physical workplace – space/materials 

at hand? 

• How much can the pupils influence in the organizing of the environment - 

decision-making, planning, rules, authority, control and work methods? 

• How engaged and involved the pupils are in the social atmosphere - 

norms, feelings, cooperation, fairness, formality, informality, values etc. 

 

Method 

Different pedagogical and psychological schools of thought, that have 

significance for behavior and motivation to learning, will provide me with 

comparative theoretical perspectives while I analyze how pupil influence can affect 

motivation and behavior in class. I will investigate the above questions in relation to 

the three different perspectives regarding the psychosocial workplace environment.  

• When used to explain cause and effect relationships in the environment 

• When used to explain the different effects on the person in terms of how 

one experiences things and how one acts 

• When used to describe the relationship (Lennéer-Axelson and Thylefors, 

2003, p.14). 

Even though in their book the authors opt for the third alternative, I would like 

here in this paper to refer to all the three aspects as important as they touch the 

individual and how he/she experiences, relates and reacts to factors in the 

environment he/she is in. I will be using engagement and involvement 
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simultaneously to stand for “delaktighet”, and influence to represent Swedish 

“inflytande” or I sometimes simply refer to these two terms as democratic rights.   

 

1:0 Related work and related literature  

In this chapter I will show which results earlier research has come out with regarding 

what is stipulated in the curriculum and what goes down in its everyday school 

praxis. How pupils feel about their active involvement with the learning process.  

What the psychosocial environment is like in school and how it affects individuals. 

 
1:1 The Swedish curriculum Lpo94, and pupil democracy  

 
“Elevernas vilja att påverka är större än 
möjligheterna att göra det i praktiken. De flesta 
vill påverka utbildningens innehåll och 
uppläggning, men även regler, skolmat och 
skolmiljö” (Kindenberg, 2005, p.52). 
 

Why is pupil involvement and engagement so important? Seheh Yilmaz who is 

the chairman of the pupil organization in Sweden is of the opinion that pupil 

influence gives the joy and motivation to learn she says: 

Elevinflytande är viktigt därför att det påverkar både arbetsglädje och 
studieresultat. Om man får vara med och bestämma, så ätt det blir som man 
vill ha det i s kolan, då gillar man att vara där. Man blir motiverade att 
plugga, lektionerna blir Intressantare, man lär sig mer, man trivs och får 
bättre betyg. Det blir helt enkelt roligare att gå i skola (Kindenberg, 2005, 
p.54-55). 
 

To further illuminate on the importance of pupil involvement, the Swedish 

“arbetsmiljöverket” together with “skolverket” have a website, 

www.av.se/amnessidor/skolweb. Here they take up conditions that act as criterion 

for a good work environment. Among the factor that they take up are the general 

well being of the individual with regard to the psychosocial and physical atmosphere, 

as well as more explicit views on pupil engagement with, and influence on work 

environment issues. 

 Regarding pupil engagement and influence the website specifies that: Pupil 

influence on workplace atmosphere involves all pupils from preschool to adult 

education with the level of engagement increasing in consideration of age and 

maturity. However, in the education departments` evaluation of the curriculum in 

practice 1998, many of the stories the teachers and pupils told were about 

powerlessness and the lack of influence on the workplace. According to this 
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evaluation report the pupil’s powerlessness increased with age. This contradicts what 

the curriculum says about increasing pupil influence with age. 

Lärares och elevers berättelser handlade genomgående om vanmakt och brist 
på inflytande, och för elevernas del är vanmakten något som ökar med 
åldern.[…] Ytterligare teman är trist fysisk miljö, skolans isolering 
gentemot omvärlden och bristande engagemang för skolan som arbetsplats.  

(www.skolverket.se/.../target/pdf570.pdf)
 

But the law says that because the pupils have the knowledge and experience 

of the risk in their environment, they have the right to engage and influence the 

systematic workplace. This engagement extends to how schoolwork is planned and 

organized - through mutually accepted modes of work 

Kerstin Strander and Tullie Torstensson write that even though the curriculum 

has given guidelines for the: national goal, normative democratic values, pedagogic 

approach to the pupil’s learning - knowledge and its production. They say however 

that the curriculum doesn’t specify how these goals will be reached or which work 

methods should be used. This leaves the curriculum open to different interpretations 

by the schools and the teachers (Strander and Torstensson, 1999, p.31 – 33). 

  When it comes to the classroom and its “reflexive praxis”, Strander and 

Torsten mean that the pupil has been left out as the source of his/her own 

knowledge production much without influence on either work method or material 

they are learning. This with the fact that Primary/elementary School is obligatory and 

the pupil are forced to go to school. The teacher stands for the planning of the 

teaching material, work method and evaluation (Strander and Torsten, 1999, p.31 – 

36). The teacher, in layman’s language becomes the judge, the jury and the 

prosecutor with the future of the pupils in his/her hands, “Det är läraren som har 

mycket av makten I skolan. Det är läraren som leder arbetet och har hand om 

reglerna, bedömningssystemet och bestraffningarna” (Imsen, 2005, p.159). 

Young’s proposition for a reflexive modernizing method as an approach would 

entail the development of new forms of discussions and debates between; teachers 

and pupils, teachers on different school levels, schools, parents and local employers, 

school and university, and between the pedagogical organizations and the 

government (Thavenius, 2007, p.78). This method is more democratic and social in 

form.  Furthermore Lars Svedberg and Monica Zaar write that the school as an 

organization is controlled by the society with three control systems: the ideological, 

the juridical and the economical. According to these authors, the curriculum and its 

diverse commentaries make up the ideological control system, while the juridical 
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control system is made up of school laws and regulations. And the economical 

control system, which has to do with the allotting of economic resources (Svedberg 

and Zaar, 1988, p.101 - 102). Svedberg and Zaar are of the opinion that while the 

ideology gives directives, the juridical makes limitations, while the economical 

control system makes regulations, “Ideologin anger således riktningen, juridiken 

begränsar och ekonomin reglerar” (Svedberg and Zaar, 1988, p.102). They further 

say that all these factors in combination make an impact that can be felt in the 

classroom, which neither teachers nor pupils can avoid to feel. I am of the view, just 

like Kindenberg below, that the school now in 2008 is still facing these problems and 

that this has contributed to the poor psychosocial climate in school.  Do the pupils 

know that they can engage themselves in matters that concern their workplace 

environment and that they have the right to influence the material they are learning, 

as well as choice of work methods?  

 

1:2 The Psychosocial environment and pupil democracy 

“Nedskärningar, omorganisationer, 
besparingar, otrygga anställningar, 
otydliga ledarskap, förändrade 
arbetsvillkor, fler elever, ökad arbetsbörda 
och tidsbrist” (Kindenberg, 2005, p.58) 
 

From the picture of what comes out in researches and reports from teacher 

organizations and skolverket, Ulla Kindenberg lists the above named factors as being 

the greatest cause to psychosocial problems like: stress, violence and harassments 

(Kindenberg, 2005, p.36). Arbetsmiljöverket and skolverket`s website clarifies that if 

pupils are let on in the organizing and planning of schoolwork it can reduce the 

stress levels. To achieve this demands that there has to be dialog between 

teacher/pupil and teacher/teacher. To help the pupils in their engagement in 

schoolwork, the school has to be clear with its goals, educational content and work 

methods. Below I will give an account of what has come out from research of how 

psychosocial factors affect the pupils. 

 

1:3 Stress, demand and pupil workload 

   Katja Gillander Gådin has from a genus perspective followed how the 

psychosocial health has deteriorated, in her research it came out that besides 

comrade relationships, the pupil’s health is affected by how much influence and 

control they have over the work situation, as well as the demands that are put on 
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them (Kindenberg, 2005, p.38). When it comes to how stress affects pupils, 

Kindenberg refers to the education departments` report “Attityder till skolan” where 

it stands that in 1997 every fifth child in primary school was stressed. She further 

writes that six years later, 2003, it is every third pupil and that this affects younger 

pupils and girls more than boys (Kindenberg, 2005, p. 59). In comparison with 

international researches, the Swedish pupils are more stressed than their 

counterparts; this stress however is not because of the school demands but due to 

other factors in the school environment (mine: which are these factors?). Kindenberg 

makes a citation from Seher Yilmaz, “Det inte bara kraven som stressar […] Brist på 

inflytande och samverkan och inte blir tagen på allvar är också stressande. Även 

brister i den fysiska miljön bidrar” (Kindenberg, 2005, p.65). So how can this lack of 

co-operation form the school and teachers side affect the pupils? 

Neuropsychologist Gunilla Carlson Kendall writes that the schools´ goals are 

too hard for many of the pupils. Even if her article focuses on pupils with special 

needs, it draws conclusions that also affect all pupils in general. She writes that the 

high rate of social development is putting demand and emphasis on theoretical 

knowledge, which maybe too much for the pupil. The school advocates for pupils to 

work independently, which is quite democratic but in neuropsychological view, 

according to Kendall, planning and organizing are executive functions and pupils 

should have help with that. Kendall is of the opinion that if the school is to help, it 

has to: map out what is important for the individual pupil, look into which goals they 

demand of the individual and whether they are realistic. Failure to do this the 

consequences will be, for those that cannot fulfill these demands, poor self- trust, 

concentration problems psychosocial problems or depression (Kendall, 2007, p.31). 

How many pupils are aware of the goals that are predetermined in the curriculum, or 

are involved in the planning of the scheme of work together with their teachers?             

 

1:4 Norms and values and the classroom situation 

Högstadieskola, högstadieskola, 
Alla som går där tror de är coola, 
Svaga för stryk, starka för slå, 
Klottret på väggarna lyser grå. 
Trappor går upp, trappor går ner, 
till sommaren försvinner nior 
Men snart kommer fler … 
Och så denna ensamhet 
Ingen av lärarna bry sig eller vet. 
-Bråk ute på skolgårn! Vi springer dit. 
Blodet och tänder flyger hit och dit. 
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Killarna röker tjejerna snusar. 
-Ungarna bara jävlas och busar! 
Det är vad lärarna ser 
Men vänta bara, det försiggår mer! 
Bakom fasaden av kunskap och nyttiga ord 
Tar elever och begår självmord. 
Skolan är slitsam och tuff, 
Allt är egentligen bara bluff. 

(Ur: rapport från mitt hjärta, utan titel no.30) 
 

Among the goals that are taken up in the chapter on norms and value are that 

the school should strive to see to it that individual pupils,  

• Develop the ability to express conscious ethical stand points based on 

knowledge and personal experience   

• Respect other peoples self worth  

• Take a distance from People who repress and Violet others. And come to the 

aid of other people. 

• Have empathy for other people’s situations and develop the will to act for the 

best, show respect and care for the environment both in the vicinity and in a 

broader perspective (Lpo94, 2:1) 

In the chapter on pupil responsibility and influence, it stands further that the 

teacher should see to it that both girls and boys have the same power and influence 

on the learning process (Lpo94, 2:3). 

 Ewa Menckel finds it problematic that the pupils don’t understand what 

normative democracy is all about for the curriculum is unclear and abstract; 

normative democracy is about having integrity and respect for self and others. 

Therefore there is a need for talks and discussions in class so as to come up with 

solutions to the problems (Kindenberg, 2005, p.68-69). (Mine: how effective are the 

class councils?) 

Ulla Kindenberg writes that in a research done by Miriam Eliasson and Ewa 

Menckel in upper primary school, there is much violence and threat in school. It is 

boys that usually are the perpetrators and the victims being girls or younger boys 

(Kindenberg, 2005, p.66). 

Regarding the social environment Imsen Gun writes about three factors that 

affect the social environment in class, 

• That many pupils experience the schools social system as a merciless race for 

popularity, prestige and status, where the goal is to survive whatever the cost 

is to the others (Imsen, 2005, p.158). 
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• The second one is the power structure; pupils learn the power ranks and how 

to find their places in this order. And in class the pupils use rolls, as in theater 

language, to mark those that have power, an example is the teacher/director 

who directs how it’s going to be in class/scene. The Classroom and the 

materials at hand have a power factor as they can be used to control and 

direct the lesson/play (Imsen, 2005, p.171-172).  

To give further details on the importance of the classroom and materials, 

Svedberg and Zaar write that the furnishing of the classroom gives out clear 

indications as to what the intension of the lesson is, teaching/undervisning or 

upbringing/uppfostran (Svedberg and Zaar, 1988, p. 107). Håkan Jenner further 

writes that the teachers’ expectations and the number of pupils the teacher has also 

contribute to the dynamics of the class situation (Jenner, 2005, p.77). 

• The third characteristic that Imsen gives is that of overcrowding; which is 

very common in today’s schools. Before such big groups the teachers resort 

to traditional methods of teaching, tougher rules and regulations, which all 

pupils have to follow and conform to. This leads to conflicts, quarrels and 

misbehavior. Imsen writes that in 1995, one tenth of the pupils had behavior 

problems. 68% of upper primary school pupils thought that the lessons were 

boring. 40% of ninth graders thought school was especially not interesting 

(Imsen, 2005, p.158-159). 

Maxwell writes that optimal academic and behavioral outcomes are associated 

with elementary schools of about 100 – 200 pupils and regarding class size, the 

academic performance can be improved with classes that accommodate 13 – 17 

students however attitude and behavior improvements may be achieved with slightly 

larger groups. Furthermore Maxwell writes:  

Classroom layout and design, including displays can affect the perception of 
overcrowding in the classroom, […] aspects of the classroom such as furniture 
arrangements, layout, clutter, and displays can affect the occupants` sense of 
privacy, as well as the ability for students and teachers to control their interaction 
with others (Frumkin et al, 2006, p. 16-17). 
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Common class arrangements 

 

 

        A        B   C 

Fig A   This diagram is taken out of Klassliv, 1988, p.107 

 

Group A 

According to the authors, the small group can communicate and settle 

conflicts easily. It is easy to co-operate, discuss and help each other. The 

teacher here can take on the roll of a guide in the learning process. It can be 

hard for the teacher to control and see what everybody is doing but the pupils 

may have more influence on their work. 

Group B 

This is a bigger group and the arrangement reflects democratic work 

methods. There is good eye contact with teacher and each other. There is a 

possibility to talk and discuss between teacher and pupil and between pupil 

and pupil. The possibilities are big but also the risks in exposure and 

communications. The teacher is the leader of the discussion. 

Group C 

The learning aspect here is between the pupil and what is going on up front, 

the teacher and the whiteboard. The teacher is a lecturer and the chance for 

the pupil to influence their work is minimal. 
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According to my observation, this classroom arrangement is still predominant 

in school today. Despite how the teacher arranges the class, the center of attention 

is the teachers’ desk because of its positioning in the classroom. 

    

1:5 Education reforms and school praxis as democratic hinders 

Bellander and Lindquist write that the pitfalls of democracy are that:  

• Teacher training advocates for democracy but practices the traditional teacher 

roles.  

• Totalitarian control of planning of lessons with non-existent pupil involvement 

and no democracy. 

• Teacher’s traditional prioritizing of the course plan’s predetermined subject 

material over the curriculum’s discursive instructions. 

• The grading system – that the teachers can only give fair grades through 

tests and course books` hard fact. 

• Teachers´ insecurity over the course plans and the possibility of pupils 

complaining about given grades, makes the teachers to prioritize hard facts 

(tests) instead of the verbal testing which fosters democracy, solidarity, 

empathy and social competence (Bellander and Lindquist, 2005, p.4). 

Imsen is of the opinion that the lessons are too traditional and that pupils have 

no influence on what is going on either in the class or in the school. Besides that, in 

a national interview research done in 1999 regarding the exhaustion that pupil 

experience at upper primary levels; among the reasons that came up was that many 

of the subjects are theoretical (hard facts), and that even the practical subjects are 

becoming more theoretical, “Nu blir de praktiska ämnena bara mer och mer 

teoretiska. Det är en massa teori bade på gympan och hemkunskap, teckningen och 

musiken” (Imsen, 2005, p. 158 -160).  

This takes my mind to Matti Bergström when he writes that the information 

society, using the school as a tool, is pumping too much information in the pupils 

and that this does not leave space for pupil’s own creative engagements. The 

information that is prioritized is what the adult society decides and any sign of 

intolerance form the side of the pupils is unacceptable and evaluated in relation to 

rules and norms in the school society. 

I en skola som dagens, som är specialiserad på kunskapsmaximering, 
är den ideala eleven stilla och tyst, rik på kunskap, lydig och utan egna 
initiativ. Det som vi idag betecknar som en i positiv mening initiativrikelev 
betyder: rik på våra initiativ. […] Den ideala eleven skall i dag inte heller vara 
vid högre medvetandegrad än vad som krävs för att kunna ta emot de 
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nödvändiga kunskaperna. Är graden högre, är eleven aktiv, idérik och stör 
undervisningen. Då vi säger att idérikedom är bara bra för eleven, menar vi 
idéer som vi anser vara ”goda” idéer eller med andra ord idéer som passar in 
i våra ramar (Bergström, 1991, p.39). 

 
It is this same problem of too much theory/information in school that kendall 

15years later, as I wrote earlier, mentions in her article. 

Imsen is of the opinion that if the school continues with its traditional trend 

and does not allow the pupils´ to have a say about their learning situation, it can 

lead to pupils´ psychic withdrawal, lack of zest and motivation to learn (Imsen, 

2005, p.160-161).  Lars Svedberg and Monica Zaar are of the opinion that, the way 

the school meets the pupils depends on how the society looks at, and values; school 

generated knowledge, prevailing education traditions and school praxis at macro 

level (Svedberg and Zaar, 1988, p.102). 

 

1:6 Summary 

 The school is failing in its mission to raise pupils with social and democratic 

empathies partly as a result of factors beyond teachers/schools control and partly 

because of conscious choices made by the individual in time and space. 

  Maxwell writes that with classes that have more than 17 pupils it is hard to 

achieve optimal academic and behavioral outcomes. Before such big numbers the 

teachers take to powerful roles and classroom strategies in order to take control over 

situations and make their work easier. Some of the problems I can identify from 

literature are these: 

• The technocratic methods of control, from the policy makers, have far 

reaching negative effects that both teachers and pupils feel in the class. 

• Overcrowding causing fatigue, overstimulation and lack of motivation with 

pupils. 

• Teachers blindly following curriculum and course plans – without 

consultation pupils feel left out and unmotivated. The work becomes 

uninteresting and monotonous. The curriculum that give directives on 

democracy is elusive in its interpretation – making even democracy elusive 

in its application. Critics of the curriculum have asked whose interest such 

knowledge serve and whom the curriculum and pedagogy serve. 

• Pedagogy that excludes reflexivity leaves out personal experiences and 

entire dynamics. 

• Lack of influence on work and work methods. 
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• Totalitarian control of the learning process by the teachers.  

 

2:0 Theories 

From the curriculum critic it states that educators have to work with and on the lived 

experiences that students bring to the pedagogic encounter. Therefore I will be using 

the constructivist theory, Piaget and Dewey, as they have an approach to the 

pedagogic that allows for the pupil exercising their influence, responsibility and 

involvement on the learning process. Imsen writes that learning by doing and inquiry 

learning and discovery learning have in common: pupil activity, goal focus, and pupil 

influence in choosing material and work methods (Imsen, 2005, p.396). 

 Furthermore I will be using the motivation theory because as learning is an 

individual endeavor- so the needed to understand more about what drives the 

individual to make choices and set goals. However for both constructivist theory and 

motivation theory, the learning process is subjective and motivated from within the 

individual. This why the democratic principles of being able to influence, take 

responsibility and being engaged in the learning process are important for the 

individual pupil. 

 

2:1 The constructivist Theory   

According to the theory, man has no alternative but to construct own 

knowledge from personal experiences of things done. It is when one can make the 

connection between an action and the results that one learns something. The 

learning process is not just about exposure to outer stimuli, it is about how one 

actively and subjectively – chooses, interprets and adjusts oneself to the stimuli 

(Imsen, 2005, p.48 – 49). Constructivism has many variations and here I am going 

to focus myself on learning by doing and inquiry learning.  

 

2:2 Learning by doing 

American philosopher and pedagogic professor John Dewey (1859 – 1952) is 

recognized as the grounder of constructivism. His fundamental view build on the fact 

that man is a social creature that is actively on the look out for the development of 

better ways of problem solving. The school as a miniature of the society should 

provide the pupils with a realistic tasks, knowledge and skills as well as intellectual 

and social and emotional guidance for the life after school. Dewey had a pragmatic 

approach to knowledge, he was of the opinion that the value of knowledge is in its 
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usefulness and that therefore learning should be a process rather than a product. 

With the term “learning by doing”, Dewey couldn’t emphasize enough the need for 

an active pupil role; for as lack of an active involvement can lead to lack of:  

interest, motivation and responsibility. Dewey’s approach to learning is attuned to 

the Swedish curriculum where it stipulates that the pupil’s own: 

• Curiosity and enthusiasm 
• Individual ways of learning 
• Ability to formulate views 
• Insight about ways of learning and ability to evaluate own learning 
• Ability to work independently, and together with others. 

 

  These five factors are of central importance if learning is to be achieved. 

Dewey emphasizes the importance of moral values, right and wrong, and good and 

bad, as security and social development are dependent on them. He started the 

problem based learning methods, which emphasizes the fact that life- long learning 

starts with individual experiences (Maltén, 2002, p.205-212). 

 

2:3   The cognitive development theory and Inquiry learning 

Swiss philosopher, natural scientist and developmental psychologist Jean 

Piaget (1896 – 1980) work had much influence from biology. The theory of cognitive 

development concerns itself with three important functions in the learning process – 

representation, process and motivation. The schemata or mental structures, which 

are environmentally influenced, represent an aspect of the world as the child sees it 

– it helps the child to organize current knowledge and provide a framework for future 

understanding. The organizing of knowledge can be done with the help of 

assimilation and accommodation process. With assimilation the new knowledge is 

adjusted to the old representations while with accommodation the old 

representations have to be readjusted and reorganized in order to accommodate the 

new knowledge. It is the accommodation that generates changes and is indeed the 

learning process – the urge to know, understand and search for a meaning. What 

motivates this activity according to Piaget is an imbalance between what the pupil 

knows and what he/she doesn’t know (Imsen, 2005, P.28 – 286).  

 Furthermore, the cognitive abilities are biologically coordinated to four-

development stages- sensory motor, preoperational, concrete operational and the 

formal operational stage. At the formal operational stage, which commences at the 

age of eleven, the child is able to think abstractly, reason logically and draw 

conclusion from the information available. The cognitive abilities however, can be 
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tested through self- motivated inquisition and actions in the real physical world, 

which makes the environment very important in the learning process. 

[…] I sin forskining fokuserde Piaget I stor utsträckning på aktivitet I 
förhållande till ting. Av detta kan man sluta sig till att undervisning bör vara laborativ 
och att klassrummet bör vara som en verkstad full av föremål och material som 
eleverna kan vältra sig i […] Det är ett ideal för de öppna skolorna, men en avlägsen 
dröm för en vanlig, traditionell högstadieskola (Imsen, 2005, p.297). 
 

Therefore the class as an environment should be equipped with materials that 
pupils work and experiment with. It was this relation between how pupils relate to 
material that was of interest to Piaget, and which he found beneficial for learning. 
Therefore access to material is important for learning. 

The pedagogical consequences of this theory, according to Maltén, are that 

the school/teacher has to: 

• Meet the pupil at their level of mental development 
• Respect and trust the pupil 
• Stimulate pupil activity and creativity 
• Teach according to the pupil’s needs, experience, expectations and 

values 
• Provide a relaxed and humorous environment 

 

Actually Maltén is of the opinion that motivation can be activated with the help of 

humor to ease stress and open communication channels in the classroom (maltén, 

2006, p. 152- 153). 

 

2:4 Motivation theories 

 Pia Björklid and Siv Fischbein define motivation as an overall personal 

dynamics - psychological, sociological, physical, biological aspects. The authors 

explain that to understand the individual, one has to understand the web of 

relationships in every situation because in this interaction of relationships the 

individual makes choices and sets goals that are important to him/her form the social 

and psychological the environments. “I denna sin strävan mot mål I miljön väger hon 

vilja och kunnande, fattar beslut och handlar. Viljan väljer mål, kunskap visar vägen 

och genom handlandet utförs det som beslutats. Från målet får människan ett 

emotionellt och ett kunskapsmässigt utbyte” (Björklid and Fischbein, 1992, p.17). 

The authors continue that the individual in his/her struggle to get to the goals, 

weighs between his/her wishes and knowledge, makes decisions and acts in 

accordance with the motivation structure that he/she has built up to differentiate 

his/her needs. The motivation structure is built on the basis of an emotional and 

knowledge exchange that is of value to the individual (As shown in the diagram 

below). Maxwell writes that children can lose the motivation to pay attention or 
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complete a task because of too much stimulation caused by the constant presence of 

and interaction with other people – overcrowding (Frumkin et al, 2006, p.14).  

 

 

 

Diagram B: Functional interplay between the pupil and the environment. 

  

Diagrams B is taken from the book Individens samspel med miljön ett inetraktionistik 

perspektiv på pedagogic (Björklid and Fischbein, 1992, p.19). With my own English 

interpretations. 

On explaining the diagram, I will use the three approaches that Håkan Jenner 

used in his book. 

• He says that in the first place, we usually associate motivation with 

the drive/will to do something/goal. The motivation has a direction to 

a goal from which the individual will achieve and get satisfaction.  

Björklid and Fischbein, call this emotive and cognitive satisfaction. For 

Dewey the knowledge has to be pragmatic. 

• The second aspect is the approach to actions. Actions are aimed at 

outward/extrinsic goals for example higher grades, or inward/intrinsic 

goals as in self- actualization. According to the constructivist theory, 

learning is about the self-actualization of the subject. 
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• The third aspect has to do with the interplay between the individual’s 

drive and the goals. The individuals’ whole dynamic hangs on this 

interchange- values, early experiences, self- confidence, self- image 

etc. But whether he/she achieves goals or not, there is a 

strengthening respective adjustment of the inner drive (assimilation 

or accommodation) 

2:5 Summary 

We usually equate motivation with the will to do something. But we cannot 

isolate the will from the goal or the circumstances and needs the surround the 

individual. Learning being an individual endeavor, there is need for pupils to be 

motivated from inside this makes learning interesting and the knowledge that is 

generated to be productive. The motivation theory is important for constructivist 

pedagogic because learning is an individual endeavor and the drive has to come from 

within one. 

  

3:0 Methodologies 

The aim of this paper is to investigate how much pupils can influence the 

learning process and how presence or lack of this can affect motivation to learning 

and what the consequences are to social behavior and the psychosocial environment. 

Therefore I set out to investigate with the help of group interviews, questionnaires 

and observation. 

 

3:1 Group interviews 

The eighth graders that I did my research on are divided in four streams A – 

D. For the Art classes the pupils are divided in half classes that is to say between 13 

- 15 pupils each. For my interviews I randomly chose 3 pupils from each half class. 

This makes a total of 24 interviewees for the study and a representative ratio of 

about ¼ of the whole eighth grade class. The questions I asked were both specific 

for the Art lessons and some others were general with regard to the school at large. 

The reason why I chose group interviews was because of their practical and 

organizational advantages- time saving, minimal disruption; generate much 

information as there is possibility of discussion, less intimidating for the subject and 

they are representative (Cohen et al, 2000, p. 287). I did the interviews after every 

observations pass and I used a cassette recorder to record the interviews to enable 

further analysis. 
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3:2 Questionnaires 

I used the questionnaires because I wanted to get to the individual responses. 

With group discussion some information can be left out because someone doesn’t 

want to look dumb before the others. I found out that the questionnaires that Anders 

Bellander and Anders Lindquist gave out in their paper; undersökning av 

elevinflytandets roll för elevernas studiemotivation och egna ansvar, could generate 

some good information for me so I borrowed it with the exception of questions five 

and six. One can even use their research as a comparative background study to mine 

– comparing motivation to study for a theoretical subject and a practical subject. I 

gave the questionnaires to the pupils on place and just like the original users of the 

questionnaires I had to explain some of the questions that the pupils did not 

understand. 

 

3:3 Participatory observations 

I made observations on all the eighth grade classes. Every lesson was about 

one hour long. As a tool for observation I used the guidelines given by Birgitta 

Kullberg: 

1. Room: the physical space or spaces; 
2. Participants: people involved; 
3. Activity: related actions people make; 
4. Objects: the physical things in the space; 
5. Actions: actions people make (not related); 
6. Events: related actions people make; 
7. Time: Things that happen over time; 
8. Goal: that the people try to achieve; 
9. Feelings: that are experiences and shown. 

(Ibid, p.77) 

The reason why I used participatory observation was that I could ask the 

pupils why they where doing exactly what they were doing at a particular time. I 

wanted to observe whether all pupils were doing as the teacher had shown or they 

had chosen their own work method and why. I wanted to see how much control the 

teacher has in class and whether there was room for pupil democracy. Prior to my 

research observation I had experience of these pupils from my practice period. This 

time I was observing with new eyes and with the interviews at the end of every 

observation pass enabled me to ask why the pupils sometimes act the way they do. 
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3:4 Validity 

 Much was happening in the class under this study for two ninth graders were 

practicing (PRAO). Many changes and much planning had to be made which 

necessitated that the pupils had to be notified in order to get their compromise. This 

can affect the general atmosphere, the pupil responses and reactivity as well as that 

which one observes.  

 In answering the questionnaires, the pupils looked at each others´ answers 

and I think this can affect the way the individual himself/herself chooses to answer, 

even though I got back all the filled questionnaires. During the interviews I could 

sense that the pupils were a bit guarded in their responses and some others that 

were quiet for the most part. 

 

4:0 Results 

 Under this chapter I will give the outcome of my observation, interviews and 

questionnaires. I will make my interpretation of these results with the help of both 

what related literature, above, says about what I have in the results, and so with 

both theories of constructivist and motivation.   

 

4:1 Observation 

 The primary school where I made my study is situated in the outskirts of 

Södertälje town. A villa area surrounds the school and with some few high storied 

buildings near the center of the town. The school itself is a two-storied building with 

pupils ranging from preschool to 9th grade. With its 1100 multicultural pupil 

population is one of the biggest schools in Sweden. There are pupils everywhere one 

turns except during lessons and according to Maxwell this would qualify the school to 

be overcrowded as according to her optimal academic and behavioral outcomes can 

be achieved with a populace of between 100-200 pupils in elementary school.  

 

4:2 The physical space  

 The Art studio, together with other practical subject classes, is situated away 

from the main building. The walls are light blue colored with an orange fond wall that 

carries the white board. Big windows cover the whole length of the long side of the 

big rectangular room. It enables the pupils to see the trees outside of the room. 
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The Fine Art Studio 

 

Drawers 

          
Materials 

paper

Papers 

 Fire escape       Window Window Window                         

C C C

A

Locked drawer

Sinks 

B

Door to 
ceramics sectionDoor 

Diagram C   My drawing of the classroom 

 

 

A: Teacher’s desk, B: Drawers with pins, paper clips, class register, C:  still life 

arrangements. The black circles are chairs. The brown oval circles are tables and can 

be divided in two. The teacher uses the ceramics room to separate pupils in conflict 

or those who will work in total isolation from their classmates. 

Comparing this classroom to the common classroom arrangements (Fig A) 

one can see that the power structure has been distributed as the teachers’ desk is 

away from the center of focus. Not only does this distribute the power, it shows also 

that the teacher respects and trusts the pupils. 

 

4:3 Objects 

The first thing one notices on coming in the room, by the entrance to the 

studio, is a table with piles of papers in different colors ranging from A4 to A3 

sheets. They inspire a feeling of creativity and as the room itself is big and spacious, 

one gets a feeling of freedom. On one side of the long room are storage 

spaces/drawers, where the pupils put their Art portfolios after every lesson pass. In 

the front of the room different materials- colored pencils, pencils, scissors, 
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sharpeners, paints, brushes etc. Big windows cover the other long side and there is 

light streaming in from the windows inviting natural daylight into the room. The 

room has 18 fluorescent lights and eight big spotlights hanging from the ceiling, 

giving a yellowish artificial light. Big ventilation pipes cross the room ceiling and they 

kind of disturb the harmony of the room with their gray silver metallic glare. Pupils’ 

artworks hang on the walls in display of achievements. In the background music is 

playing softly from a radio standing on the table. The room is full of Fine Arts 

materials to experiment and work with, which agrees with Piaget´s view that, 

“klassrummet bör vara som en verkstad full av föremål och material som eleverna 

kan vältra sig I (Imsen, 2005, p.297). According to Piaget learning happens when 

the individual interacts with and explores materials in the environment. With the help 

of the materials the teacher is able to stimulate pupil activity and creativity. 

 

4:4 Participants 

 Under different observation passes, there were between 12 – 15 pupils in 

every lesson/observation pass, that is to say half of the normal class size, the Art 

teacher, the active observer, sometimes one or two “prao”/practice pupils sitting at 

the teachers desk waiting for their turn to over the lesson. Maxwell writes that 

academic performance can be improved with classes of 13-17 pupils, and that 

attitudes and behavior improvements with slightly larger groups. Therefore in this 

class the chances of better academic performance, good attitudes and behavior are 

bigger. 

 

4:5 Activity, actions and events  

On the scheme of work for the week was that pupils would draw off a still 

life/stilleben arrangement.  Prior to the lesson the teacher arranges the room 

according to how she has planned for scene to be- in this case it was a one-hour 

individual project.  When the pupils come in one can see that they are eager and 

most of them ask, “What are we going to do today?” The teacher however does not 

answer individual questions but tells them to settle first, all should be quiet and 

listen, after which she goes through what has to be done for the day and shows 

examples of done artwork. There is a discussion between teacher and pupils, and 

between pupils and pupils as to what one can use - colored pencils, paint or just a 

pencil. The pupils circulate between the material tables and their workplaces- they 
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may change places during the lesson. They can go and look at what the others are 

doing. The pupils have free access to materials, teacher and each other.  

 The lessons are each one-hour long and in the first ten minute the teacher is going 

over what has to be done and shows examples for inspiration. Pupils ask questions if 

necessary - they almost immediately begin to work for after about just 20 minutes I 

observe that every one is concentrated on his/her own work - they talk between 

themselves but in low voices however. The teacher helps those who ask for help- she 

sometimes goes to them or they come to her, some of the pupils ask me for help. 

Sometimes the teacher is sits at her place or takes down artwork from the wall or 

just converses with the pupils. One pupil tells the teacher about the civics test they 

were having in the afternoon. The teacher controls the voice levels by addressing the 

whole group and not individuals in case the voices go up. But generally the pupils 

show a great degree of responsibility both individually and socially such that even 

when the teacher goes out for about ten minutes, they continue working as if she 

was in the classroom. However one particular class with nine boys and three girls 

was extra noisy. But even if they were noisy I observed that they were working on 

their drawings. 

In this observation I could see aspects of Dewey’s approach that is in tune 

with the Swedish curriculum: the pupils own curiosity and enthusiasm, individual 

ways of learning, ability to formulate views and ability to work independently and 

together with others. 

 

4:6 Goals 

Every one is working according to his/her capacity and goals for while some 

will make yet another drawing others will continue with an earlier on unfinished 

project. When they are done with the drawings they show their work to the teacher 

and then they write their own evaluation in a diary- their reflections on what they 

have done for the day. They put back the materials and tidy up and go out. 

At one of the observations the pupils started a class discussion on civics/so, 

because they had a test that afternoon- this did not interrupt their drawing however 

but to discuss civics as a group not only shows that learning is a social process but 

that the pupils can actively choose and utilize the social and physical environments in 

order to achieve goals true to the motivation theory. 
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 That the pupils could choose how they wanted to express themselves is true 

to Dewey’s approach to learning and also agrees with the five points that Maltén 

summarizes from the Swedish curriculum (Maltén, 2002, p.205-212). (See 2:3).  

 

4:7 Summary of the observations 

 My observation of the events over time was that the learning situations were 

in accordance with the constructivist theory’s approach to pedagogic according to my 

analysis of Dewey and Piaget. The pupils being able to work in accordance with their 

abilities and include in other things in the Art lesson - discussion for the civics test, 

shows that pupils can be responsible, plan and organize themselves both individually 

and socially if they are given the opportunity. The end result is self–motivation and 

harmony; a general sense of well being in the way the different individuals were with 

each other- joke, laugh, discuss and converse. 

Some could urge that the pupils were expressing themselves subjectively in their 

drawings because Fine Art is subjective, but the constructivist theory looks at 

knowledge itself as being subjective anyway. 

 

5:0 Interviews 

I had with me nine questions that I had to ask the interviewees (see appendix). But 

under the course of the interview there were other questions that came in the 

situation as a reaction to something said by the interviewees. 

 

5:1 Work planning and pupil involvement 

Question: Are you involved in the planning and decision making about what you 

have to learn during the term? 

 

The pupils answered that the teacher makes all the plans for the scheme of 

work, about three major projects under the term. After which she notifies the pupils 

both verbally and on paper, about what has to be covered and the goals to achieve. 

The pupils come with suggestions and can choose work methods. About nine of the 

pupils denied any knowledge about the teacher informing them about the scheme of 

work. And when I talked to the teacher to see her opinion on this, she informed me 

that she had difficulties with involving the pupils in the planning but that she informs 

them some way or the other about what has to be covered. But since pupils forget 

anyway she reminds them at the beginning of every new project.  
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The pupils have three weeks then to finish a major project and how the pupils 

plan this is individual, what to start and what to finish with, it gives one the chance 

to practice more on that which one finds hard. “Läraren kommer med förslag och 

eleverna kan tycka - ibland gäller det att göra det som läraren bestämma.” One boy 

commented that sometimes one could get stressed in Fine Art especially with the 

one-hour projects, “ Det kan bli stressigt när man måste bli färdig på typ en timme 

för läraren  kommer med något annat till nästa lektion”.when the teacher decides 

that one had to do and finish a drawing in one hour because the next lesson would 

be something else. However at the end of the talk the majority of the interviewees 

could put the ratio of who makes the decisions in the Art studio between teacher and 

pupil to 60 respective 40 percent. However one girl will have more influence on 

choice of learning material as she thought that it would be even more interesting. 

According to the constructivist theory learning is individual and from the answer I 

can interpret that the teacher meets the pupils at their level of mental development 

and according to their needs, experience, expectations and values.   

 

5:2 Pupils and the curriculum 

Question: Do you know what is written in the curriculum regarding your democratic 

rights and can you exercise these rights in the Art studio? – Work methods, subject 

matter, furnishing and other materials. 

 

The majority of the interviewees were not knowledgeable about the 

curriculum. The pupils knew about their democratic rights through what they had 

heard from other pupils but nothing concrete from the curriculum except for this one 

boy who had tried to read about it on skolverkets website, but found it rather too 

complicated for him, “vi känner till våra demokratiska rättigheter men vi är inte bra 

på den”.  

 

5:3 Class council and pupil involvement 

Question: How important is the class council for you? 

 
In the Fine Arts class there are no class councils. But in general the pupil 

councils are decided by the class teachers/handledare, whom the pupils meet every 

Monday and Friday. The council meets once or twice per month except for pupils in 

the special class who meet once every week. And what come up in these meetings is 

talk about class computers, sofas and chairs that are broken down, about building 
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and demolishing, and nothing about the normative democratic rights of the pupils. 

The pupils were aware that the councils were not working effectively; as “Dem 

lyssnar inte” was a comment I heard from many pupils. And some others of the 

interviewees were not bothered at all. Going from the constructivist theory, the 

pupils are already in the formal operational stage, which starts at 11 years, and are 

able to think abstractly, reason logically and draw conclusions. Therefore the school 

not taking the pupils ability to formulate their own views seriously, and failing to co-

operate with the pupils can have negative effect on pupils. It can break both 

emotional and cognitive aspects of the social and cognitive aspects from the social 

and physical environment. Imsen refers to this as psychic withdrawal from the 

situation. Seher Yilmaz, “Det inte bara kraven som stressar […] Brist på inflytande 

och samverkan och inte blir tagen på allvar är också stressande. Även brister i den 

fysiska miljön bidrar” (Kindenberg, 2005, p.65). 

 

5:4 The physical environment 

Question: What do you think about the physical work environment in the Art studio? 

    

About what the pupils thought about the physical space, most of them liked 

the room especially with regards to freshness, openness, calmness and size and 

teacher presence, “Bild salen är finaste klassrummet det är fräsch, öppet, lugn och 

stort. Vi är också halv klass där även om all pratar samtidigt så hörs det inte för 

klassen är stort. Man får arbetsro det finns musik och en bra lärare.” The room being 

big and spacious, and working in half class reduces the problem of overcrowding 

such that even if all are talking the noise is not so loud because the room is big. Its 

not the physical space alone but what one associates with it. For the pupils, the 

physical space was nice to be in because there they can work at their own pace, they 

experience their personal freedom in that they can get the help they need, have 

increased access to materials, and can work separately without disturbance. 

 

5:5 The psychosocial environment and constructivist learning  

 

The majority of interviewees thought that working in half class makes the 

social environment better; it lessens the number of interaction webs and therefore 

there will be less friction between pupils, “Det är något annat med en full klass – mer 

bråk, mer stökigare, mer elever mer ljud”. The pupils find it necessary to walk about 
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in order to think, get help from friends, compare what they are doing with what 

others are doing,  

“Det är bättre på bild än andra lektioner där måste man sitta tyst, på bild kan 

man rör på sig få kontakt med andra, få hjälp.” It depends on the teacher as well, if 

the teacher is too strict-  

vill inte att vi rör på oss, att vi inte prata med varandra and yells all the time, 

then we yell back- sometimes we talk because we have to help each other 

understand something and then the teacher is busy with someone else. 

Sometimes we scream because we are frustrated especially when we don’t 

understand. But in Fine Art one understands at once and then one 

concentrates and works at ones own pace and one has time to finish a 

project- it is interesting.  

When everyone is working then it is quieter in the classroom. 

 

5:6 Pupil influence on the learning process and motivation to learn 

I have rolled up the last questions as they are all focused on motivation: 
 

6) How are you motivated for the learning process in the Art studio? 

7) How is your motivation to learn? 

8) Do you think that individual influence and engagement in work affects 

motivation to learn? 

9) How do you feel for the learning process in the Art studio? 

 
 Most of the pupils were motivated for the learning process in the Fine Art 

studio and among the reasons that came out were: 

• It was funny – One did not have to sit and read a lot of books or 

answer to questions “man gör mycket själv det är bara fantasin, man 

slipper skriva – för mycket skrivning I andra ämnen alldeles för 

mycket”. Kendall wrote that lessons can be too theoretical and 

Bergström is also against too much information. (See above) 

• They get to talk and move about- learning becomes social. The 

Constructivist theory looks at learning as social.   

• Its not so much stress as one works at ones own pace. This is in 

agreement with working at own mental development. 

• Materials - Much to choose from inspires fantasy and how to work 

creatively 
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• Art is subjective/individual – open to many interpretations. 

Constructivist theory looks at knowledge as being subjective. 

• Art is more free – in choice of work method and self–expression 

• One does not think so much about grades as it is effort that is graded. 

Piaget advocates for the process to knowledge and not the knowledge 

as a product. (See above) 

• A variety of things to do and discover – it is not monotonous like in 

some other subjects. 

• The teacher: “Hon är inte dum, hon lyssnar och tar till sig mycket av 

det vi säger” 

 

5:7  Summary 

 The Pupils had no direct influence on subject material but they could decide 

on work method and how and what to start with regarding the major art projects. 

Most of them worked hard in order to get time over to work on some area of 

weakness or of special interest. Most of the interviewees were happy that they could 

work at their own pace, after interest, creatively and that the teacher could listen 

and understand them when they had something to say about something. This made 

them motivated for the learning process in the Art studio. 
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6:0 Questionnaires 

 

 Remember I borrowed these questions from Anders Bellander and Anders 

Lindquist at “epubl.ltu.se/1402-1595/2003/110/LTU-PED-EX-03110-SE.pdf -” in order to 

compare how pupil democracy affects motivation to study. 

Question 1 

Hur uppfattar ni er motivation att studera? 

Motivation 
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agram D          Pupils 

This question was aimed at finding out the degree of motivation for learning 

the Fine Art studio. The diagram shows that almost all the pupils were highly 

tivated. This can depend on a number of factors as mentioned earlier. However 

kan Jenner asks a very important question that can be connected to motivation: 

ever klienten/eleven upp till behandlarens/lärarens förväntningar? (Jenner, 2005, 

4). Håkan says, regarding pedagogy, “that it’s about communication and how one 

ets the other”. From what has come out from the observations and interviews; 

e teacher respects and gives responsibility to the pupils, and has high expectations 

 the way the pupils produce their knowledge.   
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Question 2 

 

Vilket ansvar har du för din egen inlärning?  

 

Pupil responsibility 
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iagram E          Pupils 

The diagram shows that they have much responsibility in their own learning 

rocess. Imsen writes that responsibility is a keyword for teachers and in curriculum. 

t means that pupils are actively responsible for planning and carrying out the plans 

f their own learning either individually or together with others. The knowledge that 

s generated like this builds up self-confidence, belief in ones own abilities to take 

nformation and evaluate it so as to build up own experience. “Bakom denna 

ålsättning ligger hänsyn till både effektivitet och trivsel” (Imsen, 2005, p.390). To 

ive the pupils influence and responsibility over their work makes the learning 

rocess to be both effective and enjoyfull.  
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Question 3 

Vilket ansvar har läraren för din inlärning? 
 
Teacher responsibility 
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Diagram F          Pupils 
 
 
The diagram shows that the teacher has a big responsibility in an far as planning the 

scheme of work, furnishing the room for the day’s activity and seeing to it that the 

materials are at hand for the pupils to use. 

The pupils classify pupil and teacher responsibility in the learning process to 

40% respective 60%. Jenner says; “Det goda asymmetriska samspelet, erbjuder 

möjligheter för eleven till identifikation med lärare I det sätt du ser på mig på vill jag 

också skall vara mitt sätt att se på mig själv (Jenner, 2005, p. 75). This can be seen 

when you place diagrams E and F besides each other, they are almost a mirror 

image of each other. 
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Question 4 
 
Vilken form av inlärning använder ni mest i bild sal? 
 
Pupils 
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Av läraren 
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Diagram G 
 
The diagram shows that nine of the interviewees thought the

independently. Six thought that it was most the teacher who 

thought it was most group work while three thought they had

learning material, work method and examination form. The c

that pupils should have the possibility to work both individual

 

 

 

Eget val av ämne, 
arbetssätt och 
examinationsform 
y could work 

taught and yet another 

 no control in choice of 

onstructivist theory says 

ly and in group. 
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Question 5 
 
Tycker du att det är bättre arbetssätt i bild salen än en vanlig klass? 
 
Work methods 
 
 

Mycket bra 
 
Bra 
 
Ingen skillnad 
 
 
Mycket dålig 
 
Vet Inte 
 
Annat 
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Diagram I          Pupils 
 
The diagram shows that 19 of the 24 interviewees thought that the work methods in 

the Fine Art studio were better than in any other subject.  
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Question 6 
Vad tycker du om den sociala arbetsmiljön i bild salen? 
 
Social Environment 
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Diagram J          Pupils 
 
 
 

The diagram shows that most of the pupils liked the social environment in the 

Art studio. They liked the fact that they were in half class, had the freedom to 

explore bath social and physical spaces (prosocial attributes) and could work from 

personal experience and at own pace.  

 

Source: All the diagrams above D-I were drawn by me after the results given in the 

questionnaires. 
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7:0 Discussions  
 

The premise of this paper was that having no say/influence on what one is 

doing/work can cause unmotivated pupils and misbehavior in class and can 

contribute to the poor psychosocial workplace environment. My aim therefore was to 

investigate whether pupil influence and engagement affects motivation to learn and 

social behavior as well as the psychosocial environment. My thesis question was: 

 

How much can the pupils influence the learning process and how does 

this affect their motivation to learn and the psychosocial workplace 

environment? 

 

From the results I got from the interviews, observation and questionnaires 

supports my premise – lack of exercise of democratic rights can cause lack of 

motivation, social misbehavior and a poor psychosocial environment. However there 

are other factors that can contribute to the lack of motivation for example class size, 

materials and the role that the teacher takes before the group. 

 

7:1 Constructivist learning and the classroom situation   

Even though the constructivist theory regards learning as an individual 

undertaking in terms of will, choice, knowledge and action, and therefore the pupil 

has to be motivated from within, it recognizes the learning process as social. Piaget 

theory says that there are circular reactions between the pupil’s inner potential and 

the surrounding development stimuli (mine: materials and people) (Maltén, 2002, p. 

152). Even Dewey is of the opinion that learning should start with the social reality 

the pupil finds himself/herself in. And that the school should be open to the outside 

society (Maltén, 2002, p. 206) Why then should we in school forbid the pupils each 

other’s social contact unless it suits the teachers purpose?  

 

7:2 The curriculum, the physical and psychosocial environment 

As a goal to reach in primary school, the curriculum stipulates that the pupil 

should have the basic knowledge about the conditions for a good health and this 

includes how ones everyday life has effect on health and environment. Furthermore 

the curriculum requires that the school should meet the pupil with respect for his/her 
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own person and works, as well as provide a good environment that is safe, has vivid 

social relationships, and stimulates the pupils’ wish and zest to learn.   

Taking the good psychosocial signifiers to be well- being, practicality and ability 

to handle good and bad situations, I can say that the Art teacher has managed to 

find the power balance between herself and the pupils by involving them in their 

learning process which again the constructivist theory stresses. That the pupils can 

move about and can talk to each other enables them to utilize the physical and social 

environment in order to achieve cognitive/knowledge and emotional/social rewards. 

The teachers often gives the pupils good feedback, she reflects a lot on her 

pedagogic at the same time allows the pupils to reflect on their own work through 

their diaries this is line with the curriculum there it states that pupils should be able 

to evaluate their own learning. 

 The teacher has been able to reduce the pupils stress levels by allowing the 

pupils to choose their own work methods, work tempo and giving them time to 

process what they are doing such that the learning is a process and not a product 

after all it is the process that she values more than the product. To do this however 

means that she sometimes has to neglect that which is predetermined in the 

curriculum and scheme of work. In a talk with her she said: 

 

Pupils may work with what they think is interesting; but at the same time there is 

a need to cover what is on the scheme of work. One has to choose and this is 

most times stressful for me as a teacher. Furthermore the school demands that I 

should give more theoretical tests to the pupils. 

 

 With this in mind, I can say that the pupils have been able achieve the goals in 

curriculum because of the level of responsibility the teacher gives them for their own 

learning, which strengthens the pupils’ sell-confidence, self- image and self- 

actualization. Eventually the social environment will be better because the 

individual’s entire dynamics is in harmony with the physical and social aspects of the 

learning situation. 

 Its not so much the physical space that is important but what one associates 

with it in terms of individual reactions to materials and interaction with others – the 

physical space should allow for nearness and distance both physically and mentally 

even Lpo 94 stipulates that one should have the ability to work independently, and 

together with others. Both the physical and mental distancing have been achieved by 
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reducing overcrowding to half classes of about 13 – 15 pupils and thus increasing; 

spatial distance, accessibility to teacher and materials, and lessening mental 

overstimulation by reducing the social web interaction which gives the pupils and 

teacher the ability to control interactions with others and thereby resulting in less 

conflicts and low voice levels. Maxwell writes that overcrowding can cause cognitive 

fatigue, aggressive behavior, social withdrawal and emotional stress, which can 

contribute to poor mental health (Frumkin et al, 2006, p.15). 

 

7:3 Motivational factors in the classroom 

The motivation theory advocates for the consideration of the individuals’ entire 

dynamics - psychological, sociological, physical, biological aspects. Besides that, I 

can link Dewey’s pragmatic approach to knowledge to Björlkid and Fischbein´s 

motivation model (Diagram B) and say that pupils should be left with the will to 

choose the knowledge they want to use or act on. Imsem write that this 

responsibility builds self-confidence, is effective and creates a thriving environment 

(Imsen, 2005, p.390). Should the learning process be totally free of teacher 

responsibility? The answer is No, for as Nueropsychologist Kendall says that planning 

and organizing are executive functions and that pupils should get help with them 

(Kendall, 2007, p. 31). Therefore putting the ratio of pupil influence to 40%, as in 

this case, was enough to make a difference in how influence in ones own life can 

change motivation levels, psychosocial health and the social environment. 

Other factors that can affect motivation in the classroom environment are 

overcrowding (Frumkin et al, 2006, p. 14) and noise levels, which contributes to lack 

of motivation because of lack of control and frustration (Frumkin et al, 2006, p.39). 

As seen in the results both these factors have been minimized drastically. 

 

8:0 Conclusion 

 The school is a social system with mutually dependent departments therefore, 

according to Axelson and Thylefors; change in one part of the system can be felt 

throughout the whole system even up to individual basis. It is this interplay between 

the individual and the system and how it affects individual pupils rights and 

psychosocial climate that has been my focus.  

The personal conclusion I have made is that; even if the normative 

democracy as stipulated in the curriculum is hard to implement in the schools 

everyday praxis, as long as the technocratic methods of control are prevalent, the 
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majority of the interviewees were satisfied with the learning process in the art 

studio. They felt that they had self determination, had fellowship with others, were 

feeling good about how they were performing in Art and could work at their own 

pace at their self-development. 

 As Bellander and Lindquist say, it is good for the teacher to know what 

democracy is as she/he has much of the power to implement it in the schools praxis. 

Democracy is a choice, which for schools costs both time and resources but well 

implemented the results are worth the time and effort put in them. For as Imsen 

says actively involving pupils in the learning process not only builds their self 

confidence, it helps the pupils to evaluate their own experiences, it is effective as 

there is no spill over, and helps create an environment that is favorable for teaching 

and learning for teacher respective pupil as both are in control over their situations; 

this reduces stress levels and less demand on workload.  

 

9:0 Discussions of methodological choices 

I am rather not pleased with how the questionnaires worked out. It was hard for 

some of the pupils to understand them and therefore I had to explain the questions 

to the interviewees; I think that my interpretation colors the pupils natural 

responses. I couldn’t find out the exact metric size of the art studio as I failed to get 

in touch with the janitor. Having no experience of the Swedish school system, apart 

from the times I have been on VFU, I had a need to explore the aspect of democracy 

that should prevail in school. But this has probably made my research too long and 

irrelevant for someone who has this experience.  
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Appendix 

 

Interview questions 

1) Are you involved in the planning and decision making about what you have to 

learn during the term? 

2) Do you know what is written in the curriculum regarding your democratic 

rights and can you exercise these rights in the Art studio? – Work methods, 

subject matter, furnishing and other materials. 

3) How important is the class council for you? 

4) What do you think about the physical work environment in the Art studio? 

8) What do you think about the social work environment in the Art studio? 

9) How are you motivated for the learning process in the Art studio? 

10) How is your motivation to learn? 

11) Do you think that individual influence and engagement in work affects 

motivation to learn? 

12) How do you feel for the learning process in the Art studio? 
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Sammandrag 
 
 På mina VFU: s observerade jag en märklig skillnad mellan engelska och bild 

lektioner. Denna skillnad gällde elevbeteende, motivation till lärande och den 

psykosociala miljön i dessa både klasser. Det här ligger bakom mitt intresse för att 

studera denna händelse närmare. 

Som utgångspunkt hade Jag hypotesen att; saknad av elevinflytande kan ge 

upphov till omotiverade elever, dålig beteende och kan bidrar till den dåliga 

psykosociala arbetsmiljön. Mitt syfte då var att ta reda på om min hypotes stämde 

eller inte stämde med den verkligheten elever möter i klassen. Min begränsning var 

med åk 8 på bild lektionen. Min frågeställning var; I vilken utsträckning kan eleverna 

påverkar lärprocessen och hur påverkar detta deras motivation att lära och den 

psykosociala arbetsmiljön? Jag problematiserade nyckelorden: psykosocial 

arbetsmiljö, motivation, läroplan, demokrati, pedagogik och reflexivitet.     

Jag använde mig av tre forskningsmetoder: enkäter, intervjuer och 

deltagande observation. Jag observerade Hela åk 8 som är indelade på fyra klasser 

A-D med var mellan 25-29 elever. På bild lektioner är det halva klass med var mellan 

13-15 elever. För mina intervjuer valde Jag ut, på måfå, sammanlagt 24 elever från 

åk 8. Efter intervjuerna fyllde in dessa 24 elever enkäter som jag gav till dem. 

 Slutsatsen jag fick bekräftade min hypotes men det fanns andra bidragande 

faktorer som till exampel; ljudnivåer i klassen, att vuxna/lärarna i skolan inte lyssna 

på eleverna, läraren förhållningssätt i klassen och för många elever i en klass (inte 

på bild klass). 

  

Nyckelorden: psykosocial arbetsmiljö, motivation, läroplan, demokrati, pedagogik 

och reflexivitet.     
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